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Our invention relates to improvements in injectors used 
in the administration of medicaments and while it was 
particularly designed for treatment of mastitis in cows 
requiring injection into the udder, its use is not limited 
thereto as will later appear. ' 
As presently practiced in the treatment for mastitis in 

cows a prepared powder compound is packaged ready 
for use in a syringe or injector type apparatus. Such 
compound not being stable in a water solution is sus 
pended in an oil solution to properly maintain it for use 
over a reasonable period of storage or shelf life. Ex 
perience has demonstrated that the use of an oil solution 
has certain undesirable effects relative to the cow’s milk 
which are not here-material but which is mentioned to 
better understand the nature and purpose of this inven 
tion. 
Having made the above observation over a long period 

of time it is one of the important objects of this inven 
tion to provide an injector for medicaments which inT 
cludes means to store a ‘medicinal compound in powder 
form, a reservoir for holding a suitable diluent or solvent 
for the powder, means to mix the powder and diluent 
when desired and means for ejecting the same. 

Another object contemplated by this invention is the 
provision of an improved injector of the above class that 
is compactly formed, easy to use, and su?iciently eco 
nomical in construction so that it can be discarded after 
being used. - 

Other objects and advantages of this invention reside 
in the details of construction and correlation of the various 
parts and will be apparent as the description proceeds. 
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removal cap 24 is provided forneedle 20. The other end 
of barrel 12 is formed with a ?ange 26 projecting perpen 
dicularly from the perimeter thereof in at least two oppo 
site directions to provide a suitable ?nger gripping means 
in the use of this injector as is well known in the art. 

Barrel 14 is formed generally similarly to barrel 12 
including the funnel like outlet end 28 which terminates 
in the relatively short or stub hollow discharge spout 30 
that communicates with the interior of barrel 14 by 
passageway 32. A removable cap 34 is provided for 
the end of spout 30 (Fig. 2) and a suitable ?exible 
gasket or washer of rubber or the like 36 shaped to 
conform with the outlet end 28 of barrel 14 is mounted 
on such end as shown. Such gasket has a central open 
ing 38 through which spout 30 extends and the purpose 

_ of such gasket is to provide a sealing contact between 
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end portion 28 of barrel 14 and the inner wall surface 
of barrel 12. A ?ange 40 on the other end of barrel 
14 is provided as shown in Fig. 2. 

Plunger rod 16 (Fig. 3) is slidably disposed in barrel 
14 in the same relationship thereto as barrel 14 is rela 
tive to barrel 12 and carries means 42 on its lower end 
or head for sealing engagement with the inner wall sur 
face and outlet end of barrel 14. Such means 42 may 
be in the form of a rubber washer or cap or circum 

' scribing ribs or the like as is well known in the art and 
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This invention consists of novel parts and combination ' 
of parts to be hereinafter described whereby the objects 
set forth are attained, as pointed ‘out in the claims, and 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings‘, in which: 

Fig. ,1 is a side elevational view showing this injector 
ready for use, ‘ - ' ' 

Fig. 2 is an end view thereof taken from the line 
2——2 of Fig. 1, ‘ 

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section view taken on the 
line 3—3 of Fig. 2, ~ 

Fig. 4 is a side elevational view of this injector showing 
one plunger moved to position for causing the admixture 
of powder and diluent as indicated by the part of this 
view in section, 

Fig. 5 is a side elevational view partly in section 
showing the ?nal position of the plunger units after the 
solution has been ejected. 

Referring to the drawings and describing ?rst the 
injector shown in Figs. l-S inclusive, our invention in 
cludes a ?rst cylindrical barrel 12, a second cylindrical 
barrel 14 concentrically smaller than barrel 12 and slid 
ably disposed therein and a plunger rod 16 slidably dis 
posed in barrel 14. The outlet end 18 of barrel 12 is 
tapered to a funnel shape as shown and terminates in a 
projecting hollow needle member 20 which communi 
cates with the interior of barrel 12 by the bore 22,. A 
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no invention is claimed therefor per se. On the other 
end of rod 16 is the ?ange like push plate 44. 

This injector as disclosed and described is used in the 
following manner. It is packaged prepared for use and 
in such, form will be substantially as shown in Fig. 3 
wherebarrel 14 is partially inserted into barrel 12 so 
as to provide the closed chamber 46 therein. Cap 34 
is in place on spout 30, cap 24 is on-needle member 20 
and a supply of the medicament to be used in powder 
form 48 is ‘placed within chamber 46 within the outlet 
end 18 of barrel 12. Plunger rod 16 is partially inserted 
into barrel 14 forming the closed chamber 50 therein in 
which is placed a supply of the diluent 52 for powder 48. 
For our particular use in treating mastitis in cows we 
have used an aqueous diluent for the reasons above men 
tioned, but it will be understood that the particular use 
for which we have designed this injector is merely illus 
trative and accordingly the diluent to be used may be 
of any type suitable to the particular medicament 
employed. 
for use which is accomplished by ?rst pushing plunger 
rod 16 to its full depth within barrel 14 as shown in 
Fig. 4, whereby the compression of the diluent 52 under 
the head of the piston forcibly ejects cap 34 from spout 
3t) and at the same time expels the diluent 52 from 
chamber 50 of barrel 14 into chamber 46 of barrel 12 
where it mixes with powder 48 and places it in solution 
54. While such .action will generally mix the powder 
48 and diluent 52 satisfactorily, the injector at this point 
can be further shaken by hand, if desired. Cap 24 is 
then removed, needle 20 inserted as the circumstances 
require and barrel 14 plunged into barrel 12 in a well 
known manner to forcibly move the solution 54 through 
the needle 20. , Cap 34 will remain within chamber 46 
as shown in Fig. 5. 

It is submitted that the invention shown and described 
is aptly suited to achieve the purposes intended and is 
characterized by a combination of highly useful and mu 
tually cooperating elements that combine their respective 
and proportionate functions in accomplishing the objects 
sought to be obtained.‘ 

It will be understood that the phraseology employed 
herein is for the purpose of description and not for 
limitation and that modi?cations and changes in the con 
struction and arrangement of this invention can be made 

In this form this injector is loaded ready' 
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within the scope of what is claimed, without departing 
from the spirit and purpose thereof. It is thus intended 
to cover by the claims, any modi?ed forms of structure 
or mechanical equivalents which may be reasonably in 
cluded within their scope. 
We claim: . 

1. An injector device for administering a medicament, 
comprising a ?rst cylindrical barrel, a hollow needle mem 
ber projecting from one end thereof and in communi 
cation with the interior of said barrel, a seccnd cyIin-V 
drical barrel slidably disposed within said ?rst barrel and 
positionable so as to form a chamber within said ?rst 
barrel designed to hold a supply of a powdered medica 
ment, a removable cap‘ on said second barrel within said 
chamber to close communication between said chamber 
and the interior of said second barrel, a plunger red 
slidably disposed within said second barrel and position 
able therein to form a chamber designed to hold a supply 
of a diluent, said plunger rod movable within said second 
barrel to compress said diluent whereby said cap on said 
second barrel is forcibly ejected into the chamber of said 
?rst barrel and causing the diluent to be injected into 
the chamber of the ?rst barrel to become admixed with 
the medicament powder, and said second barrel serving 
as a plunger member movable into said ?rst barrel to 
eject the mixed solution from both barrels through said 
needle member. ' 

2. An ejector device for administering a medicament, 
comprising a ?rst cylindrical barrel having a reduced out 
let end, a second cylindrical barrel slidably disposed with 
in said ?rst barrel and positionable so as to form a cham 
bar within said ?rst barrel designed to hold a supply 
of a powdered medicament, a removable cap on said 
second barrel within said chamber to close communi 
cation between said chamber and the interior of said 
second barrel, a ?uid sealing means on said second barrel 
engaging the inner wall of said ?rst barrel, a plunger 
rod slidably disposed within said second barrel and posi 
tionable therein to form a chamber designed to hold a 
supply of a diluent, a ?uid sealing means on said plunger 
rod engaging the inner wall of said second barrel, said 
plunger rod movable within said second barrel to com~ 
press said diluent whereby said cap on said second barrel 
is forcibly ejected into the chamber of said ?rst barrel 
and causing the diluent to be ejected into the chamber 
of the ?rst barrel to become admixed with the medica 
ment powder, and said second barrel serving as a plunger 
member movable into said ?rst barrel to eject the mixed 
solution from both barrels through said needle member. 

3. An injector device for administering a medicament, 
comprising a ?rst and second cylindrical barrel in tele 
scopic relationship, said second barrel being movable 
within the ?rst, each barrel having a reduced outlet end 
with such end for said second barrel being disposed with. 
in said ?rst barrel, a removable cap for each respective 
outlet end, each barrel de?ning a chamber for storage of 
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4. 
separate parts of a medicament to be administered, a 
plunger in said second barrel movable to compress the 
contents thereof su?icient to eject the cap therefrom into 
said ?rst barrel and thus ejecting the contents of said sec 
ond barrel into said ?rst barrel for admixture with the 
contents of said ?rst barrel, and said second barrel serv 
ing as a plunger movable in said ?rst barrel to eject the 
admixed contents of both barrels through the outlet end 
of said ?rst barrel. 

4. An injector device for administering a medicament, 
comprising a ?rst and second cylindrical barrel in tele 
scopic relationship, said second barrel being movable 
within the ?rst, each barrel having a reduced outlet end 
with such end for said second barrel being disposed with 
in said ?rst barrel, a removable cap for each respective 
outlet end, each barrel de?ning a chamber with the cham 
ber in said ?rst barrel designed for storage of a powdered 
medicament and the chamber in said second barrel de 
signed for storage of a suitable diluent for said powder, 
a plunger in said second barrel movable to compress the 
diluent therein sufficiently to eject the cap from the outlet 
of said barrel and thus ejecting said diluent ‘into said ?rst 
barrel for admixture with the powder therein, and said 
second barrel serving as a plunger movable in said ?rst 
barrel to eject the admixed contents of both barrels 
through the outlet end of said ?rst barrel. 

5. An injector device for administering a medicament 
of the type consisting of a compound in powder form to 
be placed in solution with a suitable diluent, said device 
designed to store said powder and diluent'separately until 
ready for use and to be capable of admixing and ejecting 
the same and including in combination a barrel for stor 
age of the medicament in powder form, said barrel having 
an outlet end, a hollow plunger movable in said barrel 
and provided with an outlet end disposed within said bar 
rel, a removable cap on the outlet end of said hollow 
plunger, said plunger designed for storage of a suitable 
diluent, a second plunger slidably disposed in said hollow 
plunger and serving to seal the other end thereof, said 
second plunger slidable in said hollow plunger toward the 
outlet end to compress the contents of said hollow plunger 
sufficiently so as to eject said cap into said ‘barrel and 
thereby ejecting the contents of said hollow plunger into 
said barrel for admixing with the contents therein, and 
said second plunger movable into sealing engagement with 
the outlet end of said hollow plunger whereby said hol 
low plunger is movable in said barrel to eject the admixed 
contents through the outlet end thereof. 
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